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SOMETHING TO BELIEVE IN
Andrew Stafford

NON-FICTION PB 9780 7022 6253 1
JULY 2019 RRP $32.95 264pp
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio, Film/TV

A memoir of music, madness and love from the author
of the cult classic Pig City.
For Andrew Stafford, music was a way up and a way out. There was
just one little problem: he couldn’t play. Because those who can do and
those who can’t review, he carved out a niche writing about it instead.
This is the story of a self-confessed wannabe’s life: of growing up in
public, of family, of falling in and out of love, and music, sweet music,
everywhere. Written with enormous heart and a thumping rhythm,
Something To Believe In is an uncompromising, inspiring book for
anyone whose life has been saved by rock & roll.

ANDREW STAFFORD is a freelance journalist and the author
of Pig City, a musical and political history of Brisbane, first
published in 2004 by UQP. Something To Believe In is his second
book. He has written for The Age, The Guardian, The Saturday
Paper, The Sydney Morning Herald and The Monthly.
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THE TRESPASSERS
Me g Mu n d e l l

FICTION PB 9780 7022 6255 5
AUGUST 2019 RRP $29.95 288pp
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio

A thought-provoking mystery set on an ill-fated migrant
ship heading to Australia in a disturbing near future.
Fleeing their pandemic-stricken homelands, a shipload of migrant workers
departs the UK, dreaming of a fresh start in prosperous Australia. For nineyear-old Cleary Sullivan, the journey promises adventure and new friendships;
for Glaswegian songstress Billie Galloway, it’s a chance to put a shameful
mistake firmly behind her; while impoverished schoolteacher Tom Garnett
hopes to set his future on a brighter path. But when a crew member is found
murdered and passengers start falling gravely ill, the Steadfast is plunged
into chaos. Thrown together by chance, and each guarding their own secrets,
Cleary, Billie and Tom join forces to survive the journey and its aftermath.
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MEG MUNDELL is a writer and academic based in Melbourne.
Her first novel, Black Glass, was shortlisted for two Aurealis
Awards, the Barbara Jefferis Award and the Norma K. Hemming
Award. Her fiction, essays and journalism have been widely
published, including in Best Australian Stories, Meanjin, The
Age, The Monthly, The Guardian, Sydney Morning Herald, The
Australian Financial Review and Australian Book Review.
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SOLID AIR: AUSTRALIAN AND
NEW ZEALAND SPOKEN WORD

David Stavanger & Anne-Marie Te Whiu (eds)
ANTHOLOGY PB 9780 7022 6 2593
AUGUST 2019 RRP $29.95 256pp
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio, Film/TV

A ground-breaking and original collection that celebrates
Australia and New Zealand’s leading performance poets,
direct from stage to page.
Over the past decade, Spoken Word has established itself as a central part of
contemporary Australian & New Zealand poetry. For the first time ever, these
voices are transported from the stage to the page, captured in print so that
the spoken-word experience can be shared with a new and broader audience.
Solid Air showcases the work of more than 100 performance poets – combining
elements of slam, hip-hop and experimental performance poetry – to deliver an
unforgettable reading experience that is both literary and loud.
DAVID STAVANGER is an award-winning poet, performer, editor
and cultural producer. He is the author of the The Special (UQP,
2014), which won the 2015 Wesley Michel Wright Poetry Prize, and
co-directed the Queensland Poetry Festival from 2015 to 2017.
ANNE-MARIE TE WHIU is a cultural producer who co-directed
the Queensland Poetry Festival from 2015 to 2017 and is
currently an editor at Verity La.
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MEET ME AT LENNON’S
Me l a n i e My e r s

FICTION PB 9780 7022 6261 6
SEPTEMBER 2019 RRP $29.95 272pp
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio, Film/TV

A sweeping novel that amplifies the voices of women who
‘entertained’ US troops in Brisbane during World War II.
As historian student Olivia Wells sets out on her quest to find an unpublished
manuscript by Gloria Graham – a now obscure mid-twentieth century feminist
and writer – she unwittingly uncovers details about a young woman found
murdered. Strangled with a nylon stocking in the mangroves on the banks of
the river in wartime Brisbane, the case soon became known as the river girl
murder. Olivia’s detective work exposes the sinister side of the city in 1943,
flush with greenbacks and nylons, jealousy and violence brewing between the
Australian and US soldiers, which eventually boiled over into the infamous
Battle of Brisbane. Can Olivia rewrite history to bring justice to the river girl?
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MELANIE MYERS is a writer, academic and actor with a DCA in
Creative Writing from the University of the Sunshine Coast. She
has been published in Kill Your Darlings, Arena Magazine, Brisbane
Times, Overland and Hecate. Melanie’s short fiction has also won
or been shortlisted for various literary competitions, including the
Scarlett Stiletto Awards, S.D. Harvey Short Story Award, the Lane
Cove Literary Award and Griffith Review Novella competition.
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A RIVER WITH A CITY PROBLEM:
A HISTORY OF BRISBANE FLOODS
Margaret C ook

NON-FICTION PB 9780 7022 6043 8
SEPTEMBER 2019 RRP $32.95 248pp
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio, Film/TV

‘An engrossing account of the complex relationship
between a river and the cities that grew up around it.’
Nick Earls
When floods devastated South East Queensland in 2011, who was
to blame? Despite the inherent risk of living on a floodplain, most
residents had pinned their hopes on Wivenhoe Dam to protect them,
and when it failed to do so, dam operators were blamed for the scale of
the catastrophic events that followed. Extensively researched, A River
with a City Problem is a compelling history of floods in the Brisbane
River catchment and highlights the force of nature, the vagaries of
politics and the power of community.
Margaret Cook holds a PhD in history from The University of
Queensland. She is a member of the Professional Historians
Association, has a significant body of work in environmental
and social history and heritage conservation, and has worked
in cultural tourism and the museum sector. She is currently
a consultant historian and an Honorary Research Fellow
at The University of Queensland and La Trobe University.
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AUSTRALIANAMA: THE SOUTH
ASIAN ODYSSEY IN AUSTRALIA
Samia Khatun

NON-FICTION PB 9780 7022 6262 3
SEPTEMBER 2019 RRP $39.95 320pp
RIGHTS HELD ANZ, Audio

The first major histor y of South Asian
migration to Australia.
Beginning with a Bengali poetry collection discovered in a nineteenth-century
mosque in the town of Broken Hill, Samia Khatun weaves together the stories
of various peoples colonised by the British Empire to chart a history of South
Asian diaspora. Australianama composes a history of Muslims in Australia
through Sufi poetry, Urdu travel tales, Persian dream texts and Arabic
concepts, as well as Wangkangurru song-poetry, Arabunna women’s stories
and Kuyani histories, leading readers through the rich worlds of non-white
peoples that are missing from historical records.
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SAMIA KHATUN is a writer, filmmaker and cultural historian
whose documentaries have screened on SBS-TV and ABC-TV. She
was born in Dhaka, educated in Sydney and has held research
fellowships in Berlin, Dunedin, New York and Melbourne. She
has recently been appointed as Director for the Centre for
Gender Studies at the School of Oriental and Asian Studies at the
University of London.
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AMNESIA FINDINGS
A n n a Ja c o b s o n

POETRY PB 978 0 7022 6258 6
SEPTEMBER 2019 RRP $24.95 112pp
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio, Film/TV

Winner of the 2018 Thomas Shapcott Prize for Poetr y.
Knitting visions and memories, Anna Jacobson’s collection traces the
skeins of lost histories and the spaces of dropped stitches. Exquisite
and whimsical, these poems bear witness to the broken and healed.
Gentle but robust, these are poems of personal resilience, framed by
explorations of Jewish culture and family and fuelled by a boundless
and exhilarating imaginativeness.

ANNA JACOBSON is a Brisbane poet and artist. In 2018 she won the
Queensland Premier’s Young Publishers and Writers Award. She holds a
Master of Philosophy in poetry from Queensland University of Technology,
a Bachelor of Fine Arts and a Bachelor of Photography with Honours from
Griffith University. Her poetry has been published in literary journals,
including Cordite, Rabbit, Meanjin, ABR’s States of Poetry Queensland and
Verity La. Amnesia Findings is Anna’s first full-length poetry collection.
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MY
IS A DRAGON
THEDAD
TRESPASSERS

D a m o n Yo
un
a nnddPe
Me
g gMu
e l lt e r C a r n a v a s
PICTURE BOOK HB 978 0 7022 6049 0
FICTION PB 9780 7022 6034 6
AUGUST 2019 RRP $24.95 32pp plus ends
RRP $29.95 320pp
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio, Film/TV
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio, Film/TV

From the award-winning author/illustrator duo
Don’t and
trustPeter
him.Carnavas
It wasn’t comes
me. a rip-roaring
Damon Young
It couldn’t
have beendads
me.ever ywhere.
picture
book celebrating
Meet Evie, a young woman held captive by a man named Jim in the
Some dads pull billy carts
isolated New Zealand beach town of Maketu. Jim says he’s hiding
painted blue and black.
Evie to protect her, that she did something terrible back home in
But my dad is a dragon ...
Melbourne. In a house that creaks against the wind, Evie begins to
I sit upon his scaly back!
piece together her fractured memories of the events that led her here.
Jim says he’s keeping her safe. Evie’s not sure she can trust Jim, but can
All dads are different. But what if your dad was really different? What
she trust her own memories?
if your dad was a dragon?
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DAMON YOUNG is an award-winning philosopher and author. His nonfiction and children’s books are published internationally in English
J.P. POMARE
is an
writer
who
hasThe
had
work
and translation.
Damon
hasaward-winning
also contributed
to The
Age,
Sydney
published
in
journals
incluing
Meanjin,
Kill
Your
Darlings,
Morning Herald, The Australian, the ABC and BBC.
Takahēand Mascara Literary Review. He has hosted the On
PETER CARNAVAS is an award-winning author and illustrator of books
Writing podcast since 2015 featuring bestselling authors from
for children. His first novel, The Elephant, won the Children’s Book
around the globe. J.P. was born in New Zealand and resides in
of the Year Award at the Queensland Literary Awards 2018 and was
Melbourne with his wife. Call Me Evie is his first novel.
shortlisted for the 2018 CBCA Younger Readers’ Book of the Year.
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TRESPASSERS
1 THE
00 W
AY S TO F LY
n dyellol r
MMe
i c hge lMu
l e Ta

FICTION PB 9780 7022 6034 6
CHILDREN’S POETRY PB 978 0 7022 6250 0
RRP $29.95 320pp
AUGUST 2019 RRP $14.95 148pp
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio, Film/TV
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio

Don’t trust him. It wasn’t me.
An extremely clever and entertaining collection of
It couldn’t have been me.
poems for younger readers.
Meet Evie, a young woman held captive by a man named Jim in the
Some words are made of breath. Some words are made of stone
isolated New Zealand beach town of Maketu. Jim says he’s hiding
Listen, weigh them carefully, To make music for your poem
Evie to protect her, that she did something terrible back home in
Melbourne. In a house that creaks against the wind, Evie begins to
What better way to get away than with words! Escape to The Word
piece together her fractured memories of the events that led her here.
Zoo, Great Balls of Poetry or A Pocket Full of Poems. In 100 Ways to
Jim says he’s keeping her safe. Evie’s not sure she can trust Jim, but can
Fly you’ll find a poem for every mood – poems to make you laugh, to
she trust her own memories?
scare or disgust you, to feel silly, brave or take you on an adventure.

MICHELLE
TAYLORiswas
born in Brisbane
in 1968,
up in
J.P. POMARE
an award-winning
writer
whoand
has grew
had work
Darwin published
and Brisbane.
More recently
has lived
in Your
Suffolk,
Glasgow
in journals
incluingshe
Meanjin,
Kill
Darlings,
and London,
and she
is presently
living
on the
of Madeira
Takahēand
Mascara
Literary
Review.
He island
has hosted
the Onin
Portugal
with
her
husband
and
two
young
daughters.
She
particularly
Writing podcast since 2015 featuring bestselling authors from
enjoys
taking
young
and
hearingand
what
youngin
around
thepoetry
globe.toJ.P.
was audiences
born in New
Zealand
resides
people make
of poetry
in their
livesis today.
Melbourne
with his
wife. Call
Me Evie
his first novel.
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THE
TRESPASSERS
GHOST
BIRD
LMe
i s a gF Mu
u l l enrd e l l

FICTION PB 9780 7022 6034 6
YOUNG ADULT PB 9780 7022 023 0
RRP $29.95 320pp
OCTOBER 2019 RRP $19.95
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio, Film/TV
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio, Film/TV

Don’t trust him.
wasn’t
Remember granddaughter,
the Itworld
is ame.
lot bigger than
couldn’t
have been
anyone knows.ItThere
are things
that me.
science may never
explain. Maybe some things that shouldn’t be explained.
Meet Evie, a youngItwoman
held have
captiveben
by a me.
man named Jim in the
couldn’t
isolated
NewLaney
Zealand
beach and
town
of Maketu.
hiding
Stacey and
are twins
mirror
imagesJim
of says
each he’s
other,
but
Evie
to protect
her, sun
thatand
she the
didmoon.
something
terrible
in
as different
as the
Stacey
wants back
to gohome
places,
Melbourne.
house to
that
creaks
against
the wind,
Evie
while
Laney In
justa wants
skip
school
and sneak
out of
thebegins
house to
to
piece
her fractured
memories
of thedoesn’t
events come
that led
herone
here.
meettogether
her boyfriend
Troy. But
when Laney
home
Jim
saysthe
he’stown
keeping
her safe.
not sure
can trust
Jim,Stacey’s
but can
night,
assumes
she’s Evie’s
just doing
her she
normal
run-off.
she trust
hertown
ownstarts
memories?
gut tells her different.
As the
to believe that Laney is
missing for good, can she find her twin in time?
LISAJ.P.
FULLER
POMARE
is a Wuilli
is an Wuilli
award-winning
woman from
writer
Queensland,
who hasand
hadiswork
also
descended
published
from Gooreng
in journals
Gooreng
incluing
and Wakka
Meanjin,
Wakka.
KillShe
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is completing
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her PhD
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in CreativeMascara
Writing Literary
at the University
Review.ofHe
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2017Writing
David Unaipon
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2015
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bestselling
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the 2018
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Copyright
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Fellowships
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his first
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THE MAN IN THE WATER
David Burton

YOUNG ADULT PB 978 0 7022 6252 4
OCTOBER 2019 RRP $19.95
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio

An intriguing young adult myster y by awarded YA
author David Burton.
When 16-year-old Shaun discovers a dead body in the lake of a quiet
mining town in outback Queensland, he immediately reports it to the
police. But when he returns to the site with the constable, the body
is gone. Since his father drowned a few years earlier, his mum and
the authorities doubt that he saw a body at all, and his mum books
him into a psychologist. Shaun and his friend Will open their own
investigation, believing the body must be the result of a murder or a
mining mishap, determined to show the town the truth.

16

DAVID BURTON is a writer from Brisbane. He’s written over two dozen
professionally produced plays, including April’s Fool (Playlab Press), and his
YA memoir, How to Be Happy, won the Text YA Prize in 2014. David works as
a professional editor, teacher and dramaturge. David is currently studying
his doctorate and continues to write theatre-in-education touring pieces of
the Grin and Tonic Theatre Troupe.
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SAGA

Ni k k i Mc Wa t t e r s
YOUNG ADULT PB 978 0 7022 6251 7
NOVEMBER 2019 RRP $19.95
RIGHTS HELD World + translation, Audio

A powerful novel about three young women caught
in the stories of their own times.
In the last years of the Viking Era, Astrid takes on the task of recording the True
Things so that they are not forgotten. When she realises that she must protect her
baby from the King and the Bishop, Astrid runs away to hide her daughter and the
book. Mercy is taken from a Victorian orphanage in Glasgow by a dangerous man.
She escapes and meets Ann Radcliffe, a successful yet reclusive author of Gothic
horror novels. Mercy joins Ann’s household and is taught the art of storytelling,
but longs to discover her true identity. Mia, who lives in the Blue Mountains, is

16

given the ancient book Systir Saga and discovers an untold mystery somewhere in
the Orkney Islands.
NIKKI MCWATTERS was shortlisted for a Queensland Premier’s
Literary Award (2010) and has published a memoir and two YA novels.
She won the Irish Moth Award (2016) and has written for the Sydney
Morning Herald, the UK Huffington Post and The Big Issue. She is
currently the spokesperson for the annual Vinnie’s CEO Sleepout.
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UQP ONLINE
Join us for news, interviews, and regular giveaways.
www.uqp.com.au
@UQPBooks
Sign up for our monthly newsletters via our Facebook page.

BOOK CLUB AND TEACHING NOTES
UQP offers book club notes and teaching guides for many of its titles.
Download book club and teacher resources at www.uqp.com.au

EBOOKS
Most of UQP’s titles are available through the following platforms:
Amazon, Booktopia, Dymocks, Google Play, Apple Books, and Kobo.
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PRINT SALES & DISTRIBUTION
AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTORS

United Book Distributors
Toll-free: 1800 338 836
P: +613 9811 2555
AUSTRALIAN SALES

Penguin Random House
707 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3008
P: +613 8537 4599
OTHER ENQUIRIES

University of Queensland Press
PO Box 6042, St Lucia QLD 4067, Australia
P: +617 3365 2435
www.uqp.com.au
twitter.com/UQPbooks
facebook.com/UQPbooks
instagram.com/uqpbooks
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